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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem of mining the complete set
of spatio-temporal patterns, calledmaximal-duration flock patterns
(Gudmundsson and van Kreveld, Proc. ACM GIS 2006) from mas-
sive mobile GPS location streams. Such algorithms are useful for
mining and analysis of real-time geographic streams in geographic
information systems. Although a polynomial time algorithm exists
for finding a maximal-duration flock pattern from a collection of
trajectories, it has not been known whether it is possible to findall
maximal-duration flock patterns with theoretical guarantee of its
computational complexity. For this problem, we present efficient
depth-first algorithms for finding all maximal-duration patterns in
a collection of trajectories without duplicates that run in polynomial
time per discovered pattern using polynomial space in the total size
of input trajectories. To achieve the output-sensitive complexity
above, our algorithms adopt depth-first search strategy to avoid the
use of exponentially large memory. We also propose a speed-up
technique using geometric indexes. Finally, we show experimental
results on artificial data to evaluate the proposed algorithms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Information Systems]: Database Management—Data Min-
ing

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance, Theory

Keywords
Data mining, geostream mining, GPS-trajectory, spatio-temporal
data, pattern mining algorithms, knowledge discovery and databases
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1. INTRODUCTION
By rapid increase of amount and species of rapid, unstructured,

and heterogeneous data streams in the real world, there have been
emerging interests in efficient mining methods for mining interest-
ing patterns from such unstructured data streams. Especially, it is
challenging to mine complex spatio-temporal patterns from mas-
sive geographic data streams due to their continuous nature, and
has attracted much attention for the last decade in the area of data
mining, computational geometry, and geographic information sys-
tems [6,8,9,15].

The class of flock patterns in a trajectory database
In this paper, we consider the problem of mining the class ofmaximal-
duration flock patterns, which is a variant of longest-duration flock
patterns introduced by Gudmundsson and van Kreveld [7], defined
as follows. LetM = (D, δ) be thed-dimensional continuous
spaceD = Rd associated with theL∞-metric δ = δ∞, where
δ∞(p, q) ≥ 0 is the L∞-distance1 between a pair of pointsp
and q in D. For some integersn and T ≥ 1, we denote by
O = {1, . . . , n} andT = [1..T ] = {1, . . . , T} the domains of
all moving object IDs (or objects themselves) and all time points,
respectively. Then, the inputtrajectory database(thedatabase, for
short) is a collection

S = { si = si[1] · · · si[T ] | i ∈ O } ⊆ DT , n ≥ 1 (1)

of GPS-trajectories ofn moving objectso1, . . . , on, where for ev-
ery moving object IDi ∈ O, thei-th trajectorysi = si[1] · · · si[T ] ∈
DT is a polygonal line consisting ofT verticessi[1], . . . , si[T ] ∈
D that represents the locations of the moving objecti ∈ O sampled
atT consecutive time stepsτ1 < . . . < τT .

The basic idea behind a flock pattern is that a highly correlated
group of objects travel together within a small neighbor during a
certain length of time [7].

Definition 1. (flock patterns [7]) For any integersm, k ≥ 1
and real numberr > 0, an(m, k, r)-flock pattern(or aflock pat-
tern, for short) [7] is a pairP = (X, I) of a setX ⊆ O of moving
object IDs and a time intervalI = [b, e] ⊆ T, 1 ≤ b ≤ e ≤ T such
that

(i) X consists of at leastm moving objects,

(ii) the duration ofI, len(I) = e− b + 1, is at leastk, and
1All results in this paper can be generalized to the case ofL2-
distance for any fixed dimensiond ≥ 2.
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Trajectory database 

= {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 }
Temporal domain = [1, 7]

Trajectory ids ID = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

Pattern parameters 

• diameter = 1.0

• length = 3

• support = 3

Figure 1: An example of a trajectory databaseS1 and an(m, k, r)-
flock pattern in the plane. The pattern consists ofm = 3 entities as-
sociated with an interval with lengthk = 3, and has radiusr = 1.0
for enclosing disks at each sampling time. The points and numbers
on each trajectory are the location of the entity at sampled points
and the corresponding time stamps.

(iii) for every time pointt within I, there exists some disk with
radiusr that contains the locations of allm objects.

In Fig. 1, we show an example of flock patterns in the two-
dimensional space,P1 = (X1, I1) consisting of three moving ob-
jectsX1 = {3, 4, 5} and durationI1 = [3, 5] of length three.

For a flock patternP = (X, I) with I = [b, e], we denote by
P.set = X the set of moving objects, P.span = I the duration
or span, P.start = b the start time, P.end = e the end time,
len(P ) = len(I) = e − b + 1 the length, andsize(P ) = |P.set|
thesizeof P . The flock pattern obtained fromP by simply adding
objecti is denoted byP ∪ {i} and called theextensionof P by i.

The radius of patternP in an database is an important concept
in flock pattern mining [7], defined as follows. InL∞-metric, the
radius of point setU , denoted byradius(U), is the half of the
length of longest side of the minimum bounding box (MBB) for
U , while in the standardL2-metric the radius ofU is the radius
of the minimum enclosing circle containingU (See [5]). For the
trajectory databaseS = {s1, . . . , sn} and anyt ∈ I, we denote
the set of all location points at time pointt for all moving objects
in X by

S[X][t]
△
= { si[t] | i ∈ X } ⊆ D. (2)

We call this set thesnapshotof P at timet. Then, theradius of
P , denoted byradius(P ), is the maximum of the radius of the
snapshot ofP at timet over allt ∈ I. That is,

radius(P )
△
= min

t∈I
radius(S[X][t]) ≥ 0. (3)

In the case ofL2-metric, we can also define the radius ofP in the
same way. By definition, we see that an(m, k, r)-flock pattern is a
pair P = (X, I) with X ⊆ O andI ⊆ I such thatsize(P ) ≥ m,
len(P ) ≥ m, andradius(P ) ≤ r.

We also refer to the object setX as an(m, k, r)-flock pattern
in a time intervalI, If one of the parameters is∗, this means that
there is no constraint on the parameter. For example, a(∗, ∗, r)-
flock pattern represents those flock patterns with radius≤ r, but no
restriction on their size and length. We refer to such a pattern as an
r-flock pattern,

The problem: maximal-duration flock pattern mining
Gudmundsson and van Kreveld [7] introduced a variant of flock
pattern, called thelongest-durationflock pattern as follows, with
the motivation to avoid generating huge number of patterns. Given
m, k ∈ N ∪ {∗} and r ∈ R, a longest-duration(m, k, r)-flock
pattern in a databaseS is an (m, k, r)-flock pattern whose du-
ration is longest among all(m, k, r)-flock patterns appearing in
S. They showed that the problem of finding at least one longest-
duration(m, ∗, r)-flock pattern in a given databaseS is NP-hard.
This means that there will be no efficient algorithm to find longest-
duration flock patterns in polynomial time in the input size unless
P = NP [7].

To overcome the computational difficulty associated to the dis-
covery of longest-duration flock patterns above, we relax the prob-
lem by replacing the requirement for the existence for the global
maximumwith the localmaximalof the duration. Now, we intro-
duce the definition of maximal-duration flock patterns.

Definition 2. (maximal-duration flock pattern) For any real
numberr > 0, anr-flock patternF = (X, I) is said to be amax-
imal durationr-flock patternin the databaseS if there is no other
r-flock patterns with the same subset asF , but its duration prop-
erly includes the duration ofF . Formally,F is a maximal-duration
r-flock pattern if there is nor-flock patternF ′ = (X ′, I ′) in S that
satisfies the conditionsX ′ = X, I ⊆ I ′, and|I| < |I ′|.

In other words, a maximal-duration flock pattern is such a flock
pattern that we cannot extend its span further in either side without
violating the radius constraint.

In what follows, we denote byFPr andMFPr the classes of
all r-flock patterns and all maximal-durationr-flock patterns in a
given databaseS. Clearly, we see that the inclusionMFPr ⊆
FPr holds, while the converse does not hold in general.

Since there are exponentially many maximal-duration flock pat-
terns in the numberm of their entities, it is natural to consider the
enumeration of all of such patterns without duplicates.

Definition 3. (maximal-duration flock pattern enumeration
problem) The enumeration problem for the class of maximal-duration
flock patterns is the problem of listing all maximal durationr-flock
patterns appearing in an input trajectory databaseS without dupli-
cates.

Sometimes, it is useful to put a constraint on the minimum length
of a pattern to the above pattern enumeration problem. We refer to
such a variant as the maximal-duration flock pattern enumeration
problemwith minimum length constraint.

In general, there are exponentially many solutions for an enumer-
ation problem. Thus, as a measure of efficiency of an enumeration
algorithmE , it is meaningless to measure the total running time of
E because it is obviously exponential time even forE to just print
out all outputs. Instead, we adoptoutput-sensitive complexityof
enumeration algorithms, which has been used in analysis of algo-
rithms in database and data mining producing large outputs [1,13].

Our goal here is to devise an efficient enumeration algorithm
that finds all maximal-duration flock patterns in polynomial time
per pattern and polynomial space in the total sizeN of the input
databaseS. Especially, we want to make the running time per pat-
tern close to the description length||P || = dmk of each flock
patternP with sizem and lengthk, which is usually much smaller
than the total input sizeN = ||S|| = dnT .

We note that a straightforward breadth-first search algorithm with
tabulation can solve the enumeration of maximal-duration flock
patterns by memorizing all intermediate solutions in a table with



exponential size to avoid duplicated and non-maximal answers. How-
ever, it is a challenging task to achieve output-sensitive complexity
without using such an exponential size table.

Main results
As a main result, we present a variety of depth-first mining algo-
rithms for the maximal-durationr-flock pattern enumeration prob-
lem. For anyd-dimensional continuous space(Rd, δ∞) with di-
mensiond ≥ 2 andL∞-metric, the algorithmFPM-MP finds all
maximal-durationr-flock patterns (r-MFPs) appearing in an input
trajectory databaseS in O(dkn) time per patternP usingO(dm2)
additional space, wheren is the number of all entities,T is the tra-
jectory length,N = nT is the total input length,m andk are the
size and the length of a pattern found, respectively.

We also show that a modified algorithmFPM-MG with practi-
cal speed-up technique using spatial indices. By simple average-
case analysis, it finds allr-MFPs inO(dk) time per pattern on av-
erage usingO(n logd−1)n space andO(N logd n) preprocessing
for databases of uniform randomly generated transactions when the
density of points and radius parameter are constant. We can extend
the above results toL2-metric for any fixed dimensiond = O(1). 2

Since the time per solution is exact, but not amortized, the al-
gorithms have polynomial delay and space complexity in the input
size. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result concerning
to such polynomial delay and space algorithms for complete min-
ing of maximal-duration flock patterns in a trajectory database for
everyd ≥ 2.

Finally, we ran experiments on synthetic data to compare the
efficiency of the proposed algorithms and the previous flock pat-
tern mining algorithm BFE (Vieira et al. [14]) for non-maximal-
duration flock patterns. The results showed that the introduction of
maximal-duration patterns and speed-up techniques were effective
to improve the performance, and that the proposed algorithms were
much faster than BFE and our basic versions.

Organization
This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 gives related work. Sec. 3
introduces some definitions and notations. Sec. 4 presents a ba-
sic polynomial delay and space algorithm for finding all maximal-
duration flock patterns. Then, Sec. 5 presents an improved algo-
rithm for the problem. Sec. 6 describes a speed-up technique using
spatial index. In Sec. 7 shows experimental results. Sec. 8 con-
cludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Since the seminal work of Laubeet al.[8] on a variation of group

patterns with duration lengthk = 1, calledflock, meet, diverge,
and leadership, there have been a number of efficient algorithms
for mining flock patterns in an input collection of2-dimensional
trajectories [3, 7, 12, 14]. However, there seem no algorithms that
simultaneously achive complete mining and polynomial delay and
space complexity for subclassesr-flock patterns for arbitrary di-
mensiond ≥ 2 and duration lengthk ≥ 1.

Benkertet al. [3] studied mining of the class of(m, k, r)-flock
patterns with arbitrary duration lengthk ≥ 1. They presented ap-
proximation algorithms for finding a subset of(m, k, cr)-flock pat-
terns for some constantc > 1 whose running time is polynomial
in n, T and 1

ε
, but exponential in the duration lengthk. Moreover,

these algorithm can find only a part of solution patterns whose cen-
ters locates on some trajectories, while there are at mostnT such

2This is done by using linear time minimum enclosing ball compu-
tation by Megiddo [10].

patterns.
The complexity of mining of the class oflongest-duration(m, ∗, r)-

flock patterns was first studied by Gudmundsson and van Krev-
eld [7]. They proved that the search problem for alongest-duration
flock pattern, notmaximalones, in a given database becomes NP
hard even if we allow(2 + ε)-approximation of radiusr.

For complete mining of flock patterns, Vieira, Bakakov, and Tso-
tras [14] studied first time such an enumeration problem for flock
patterns in slightly different setting, and presented a series of al-
gorithms includingBFE algorithm. Although theBFE algorithm
seems to achieve polynomial time per patterns as ours, it requires
exponential space due to table look-up in order to avoid dupli-
cated answers. Turdukulova, Romero, Huismanc, and Retsiosa [12]
study the efficient implementation of complete mining of flock pat-
terns based on frequent itemset mining algorithm, such as LCM [13].

3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we prepare some technical definitions that are not

explained in the introduction. Other definitions not defined here
will be found in textbooks [4,5,11].

Basic definitions
We denote byR, Z = {0,−1, +1, . . .} andN = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, the
sets of allreal numbers, all integers, and allnon-negative integers,
respectively. For real numbersa, b ∈ R and integersi, j ∈ Z, the
notation[a, b] denotes thecontinuous interval{ x ∈ R | a ≤ x ≤
b }, and[i, j] denotes thediscrete interval{i, i + 1, . . . , j}. For a
setA, |A| denotes itscardinality. We also denote byA∗ theset of
all sequencesof zero or more elements onA, and byε the empty
sequencewith length zero. For a sequenceS = a1 · · · an ∈ A∗ of
n elements inA, and indicesi ≤ j ≤ n, we define thei-th element
by S[i] = ai, theconsecutive subsequence ofS from indicesi to j
by S[i..j] = aiai+1 · · · aj , and thelengthof S by |S| = n.

We introduce terms and notations in geometry according to Over-
marset al.[5]. LetM = (D, δ) be a metric space, the d-dimensional
continuous space, whereD is the set of alld-dimensional points,
Rd, and δ : D → [0,∞) is a metric function that assigns the
distanceδ(p, q) ≥ 0 for any pair of pointsp andq. For simplic-
ity, we consider the metricδ∞ based on theL∞-norm defined as:
δ∞(p, q) = maxi |p.i−q.i|, wherep.i = xi for p = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈
Rd. However, all results in this paper can be extended to metricδ2

based onL2-norm for fixed dimensiond. We assume the space
domain is always the metric spaceM = (D, δ) = (Rd, δ∞).

Enumeration algorithms
According to the literature in enumeration algorithms [2], an enu-
meration algorithmE is calledoutput-polynomial time(OUT-POLY)
if its total running time is bounded by polynomial of both input
sizeN and output sizeM . E is calledof polynomial enumeration
(POLY-ENUM) if the time per solution is bounded by polynomial
in input sizeN only. It means that the total running time is in the
formM ·poly(N). E is calledof polynomial delay(POLY-DELAY)
if the maximum time between consecutive solution, called thede-
lay, is bounded by polynomial in input sizeN only. This is the
worst case version of POLY-ENUM, and is most restricted among
all definitions above. All results in this paper are POLY-DELAY.
It is also calledpolynomial space(POLY-SPACE) if the maximum
space used is bounded by some polynomial inN .

4. BASIC MINING ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we present a basic mining algorithm, called

FPM-M (Maximum Duration Flock Pattern Miner with rejection)



that solves the maximal-duration flock pattern enumeration prob-
lem with minimum length constraint. In Algorithm 2, we show the
algorithm FPM-M and subprocedureRecFPM-M. To solve the
problem without minimum length constraint, we set the minimum
length parameterk to be1.

In what follows, we denote byFPr andMFPr the classes of
all r-flock patterns all maximal-durationr-flock patterns in a given
databaseS. Clearly, we see the inclusionMFPr ⊆ FPr, while
the converse does not hold in general.

4.1 The first characterization ofMFPr

From the view of closed pattern mining, a maximal-duration pat-
tern can be regarded as a kind ofclosure operationfor flock pat-
terns. Now, we introduce a closure operation for maximal-duration
flock patterns.

Definition 4. (rightward closure) For any numberr > 0, the
r-rightward closureof anr-flock patternP is the unique flock pat-
ternRClosure(P, S, r) = Q satisfying conditions (1)–(3) below:

1. Q.set = P.set.

2. Q.start = P.start.

3. Q.end = emax, whereemax is the maximume ∈ [P.start, T ]
such thatradius(S[P.set][t]) ≤ r for everyt ∈ [P.start, e].

Algorithm 1 below computesQ = RClosure(P, S, r) in O(dmk) =
O(dmT ) time, wherem = size(P ) andk = len(P ).

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for computing the rightward closure of
a given possibly non-maximal flock patternP = (X, [t0, e0]), that
is the rightward maximal-duration pattern that has the same subset
and start time withP .
1: procedureRClosure(P = (X, [t0, e0]), S, r)
2: t← t0;
3: while radius(S[X][t]) ≤ r do t← t + 1;
4: b← t0; e← t− 1;
5: return Pmax(X, [b, e]);

The next lemma tells us how we can accelerate this computation
regardless ofm by using incremental computation of MBB (mini-
mum bounding box) as follows.

LEMMA 1 (FAST COMPUTATION OFRClosure). Leto1, . . . , om

be any sequence of moving object IDs for somem ≥ 1. Starting
from the empty patternP0 = (∅, [t, T ]) for some start timet, we
can iteratively compute for everyi = 1, . . . , m, thei-th pattern

Pi = RClosure(Pi−1 ∪ {oi}, S, r) (4)

in O(dk) time andO(dm) additional space.

PROOF. Letk = len(P.span). We maintain theenvelopeof P ,
thek-vector of the minimum bounding boxes (MBBs) of snapshots
of P defined by

envelopeS(P )
△
= (MBB(S[P.set][t]))t∈P.span . (5)

When we add a new trajectory toP.set, we can update all MBBs
in O(dk) time in total, and thus can compute the radius ofP in the
same time complexity.

Next, we introduce aone-sided versionof maximal-durationr-
flock patterns,r-RFPs, as a theoretical tool for analyzing the enu-
meration of MFPs.

Algorithm 2 The rejection-based polynomial amortized delay and
space algorithm for finding all maximal-durationr-flock patterns
with minimum lengthkmin in a trajectory databaseS in dimen-
sion d ≥ 1, where r is a radius parameter and the operator
deletemin(X) deletes and then returnsmin(X) from X.

1: procedureFPM-M(ID = {1, . . . , n}, S, r, kmin)
2: for b← 1, . . . , T do ◃ each start time inT
3: while ID ̸= ∅ do ◃ each id inID
4: i← deletemin(ID);
5: P ← ({i}, [b, ∗]); ◃ initial maximal pattern
6: RecFPM-M(P, ID , S, r, kmin);

7: procedureRecFPM-M(P = ({i}, [b, ∗]), ID , S, r, kmin)
8: P∗ ← RClosure(P, S, r);
9: if len(P∗) < kmin then return ; ◃ backtrack

10: if radius(S[X][b− 1]) > r then ◃ maximality test
11: output P∗;
12: ID1 ← ID ;
13: while ID1 ̸= ∅ do
14: i← deletemin(ID1);
15: CreateQ; Q.set← P∗.set ∪ {i};
16: Q.start← P.start; Q.end← P∗.end;
17: RecFPM-M(Q, ID1, S, r, kmin); ◃ recursive call

Definition 5. An r-flock patternP in a databaseS is said to be
a rightward maximal-durationr-flock pattern(an r-RFP) in S if
there exists nor-flock patternQ such that that (i)Q.set = P.set,
(ii) Q.start = P.start, and (iii) the duration ofQ is strictly longer
than that ofP , i.e.,Q ⊃ P .

We denote byRFPr the classes of allr-RFPs in a given database
S. Again, we can easily see the inclusionMFPr ⊆ RFPr ⊆
FPr. It is not hard to see that the same inclusion holds even if we
add the restriction of minimum pattern lengthk.

Next lemma gives the characterization of the maximal-duration
r-flock patterns in terms of rightward closure, where we define
radius(S[X][t]) = ∞ for any time outside of the domainT =
[1, T ], i.e.,t < 1 or t > T .

LEMMA 2 (CHARACTERIZATION OFRMr ). Anr-flock pat-
ternP is anr-RFP inS if and only ifP = RClosure(P, S, r).

LEMMA 3 (CHARACTERIZATION OFMFPr ). Anr-flock pat-
ternP is a maximal-durationr-flock pattern inS if and only if the
following conditions 1–2 hold:

1. P is anr-RFP inS.

2. radius(S[P.set][P.start−1]) > r. (leftward extension test
(*))

PROOF. For any timet, let wt be the radius ofP at t. By def-
inition, anr-flock patternP is of maximal-duration if and only if
(i) wt is at mostr within the durationI = [P.start, P.end], (ii)
wt > r at t = P.start− 1, and (iii)wt > r at t = P.end+1. We
can easily see that above conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent
to conditions 1 and 2 in the lemma. This shows the lemma.

4.2 The family forest forMFPr

In this subsection, we introduce the tree-shaped search space
F rm

r for all r-RFPs. From the above Lemma 3, in order to find
all maximal-duration patterns, we see that it is sufficient to (i) first
enumerate eachr-RFPP in a trajectory databaseS, (ii) test if P
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Figure 2: Illustration of Rejection-based approachFPM-M (left, Sec. 4) and Partition-based approachFPM-MP (right, Sec. 5). Both
approaches achieve polynomial delay and space enumeration of maximal-duration flock patterns, but have different complexities.

can be extended leftward by the test (*), and (iii) outputP if the
test succeeds and reject it otherwise.

The remaining problem is how to enumerate allr-RFPs with-
out duplicates. A flock patternP is called asingleton patternif
it contains only one moving object, i.e.,size(P ) = 1, and anon-
singleton patternotherwise. The singleton patterns form the initial
vertices of our search spaceF rm

r . We associate the parentP(Q) to
any non-singletonr-RFPQ in S as follows.

Definition 6. (parent for RFPr) Let Q be any non-singleton
r-RFP. Then, we define the parent ofQ, denoted byP(Q), by

P(Q)
△
= RClosure(R) such thatR.set = Q.set − {imax}, i.e.,

P(Q) is the closure of the patternR obtained fromQ by removing
the maximum IDimax = max(Q.set) from Q.set. Then,Q is
called achild of P .

The next lemma immediately follows from the construction.

LEMMA 4. For anyr-RFPQ such thatsize(Q) ≥ 2, (i) P(Q)
is well-defined, (ii) is unique, (iii) has a properly smaller subset
thanQ, (iv) has duration length longer or equal toQ, and (v) is an
r-RFP inS, too.

Recall thatRFPr is the class of allr-RFPs in the input database
S. Now, we introduce a directed graphF rm

r = (V,P, I), called
thefamily forestfor all r-RFPs, where:

• V = RFPr is the vertex set consisting of allr-RFPs ap-
pearing in the databaseS.

• P : RFPr \ I → RFPr is the parent function for the
reverse edges(P(Q), Q) that assigns the parentP(Q) to any
non-singleton RFPQ with size(Q) ≥ 2.

• I ⊆ V is the set of root nodes that are singleton patterns
P ∈ RFPr with size(P ) = 1.

LEMMA 5 (FAMILY FOREST FORRFPr ). Thefamily forest
F rm

r is a spanning forest over the classRFPr of all r-RFPs inS.

PROOF. We will show that the directed graphF rm
r is connected

and acyclic. From condition (iii) of Lemma 4 and the termination
property of sizes, we see that starting from any non-singleton max-
imal patternQ, any ascending pathQ,P1(Q),P2(Q), . . . eventu-
ally terminates at some singleton maximal patternP in I in the
graphF rm

r . Thus,T rm is acyclic and contains every maximal pat-
tern inRFPr as its node. This completes the proof.

4.3 A rejection-based polynomial delay and
space algorithm forMFPr

For complete enumeration of all RFPs, we can perform depth-
first search (DFS) of the tree-shaped search spaceF rm

r that we have
just introduced. Then, we can filter out all non-maximal RFPs by
the characterization of MFPs in Lema 3 to obtain MFPs.

For DFS of the search space, the remaining thing is how to ef-
ficiently generate all childrenQ of a givenP . Q is anexpansion
of P if Q.set = P.set ∪ {i} for some IDi ̸∈ P.set. Then, we
write Q = P ∪ {i}. An expansionQ of P is a tail expansion
of P if Q = P ∪ {i} for somei > max(P.set) [16]. Using the
tail expansion, it is well-known that we can systematically generate
all subsetsX of a setID in backtracking [13, 16]. The following
lemma answers the above question.

LEMMA 6 (GENERATION OF A CHILD). For anyr-RFPP, Q ∈
RFPr, (a)P is the parent ofQ if and only if (b)Q is obtained from
P byQ = RClosure(P ∪{i}, S, r) for some IDi ∈ ID such that
i > max(P.set).



By the above lemma, we can perform DFS ofF rm
r based on

backtracking using a stack of parent patterns. we analyze an upper-
bound of the size of the family of allr-RFPs in terms of the size of
the family of allr-MFPs.

LEMMA 7. In any trajectory databaseS with the time domain
[1, T ], the inequality|RFPr| ≤ |MFPr| · T holds.

Combining the above arguments, we obtain Algorithm 2. In or-
der to give the estimation of an upper bound of the amortized delay
of Algorithm 2, Now, we have the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 1. (BASIC POLYNOMIAL DELAY AND SPACE AL-
GORITHM) For any trajectory databaseS, numberr > 0, and di-
mensiond ≥ 1, the algorithmFPM-M shown in Algorithm 2 finds
all maximal-durationr-flock patterns with length at leastkmin in
S without duplicates inO(dnkT ) = O(dnT 2) amortized time
per pattern andO(dm2) additional space, wherek andm are the
length and subset size of a discovered maximal-duration patternP .

PROOF. We first show the correctness. From Lemma 5 and
Lemma 6, we can easily see that the algorithmFPM-M visits all
r-RFP inS without duplicates at Line 8. From Lemma 3, the al-
gorithm correctly outputs only and all maximalr-flock patterns at
Line 8. For complexity, we process an input patternP to obtain the
corresponding maximal patternP∗ if it exists. This can be done in
O(dk) incremental time when we add a new object IDi by main-
taining the vector(MBB(S[P.set][t]))t∈P.span of the MBBs of
the snapshot ofP at timet. Since eachr-RFPP∗ can have at most
n = |ID| children and all of them can be failed in the worst case,
the worst case time perr-RFP, i.e. the delay, is bounded byO(dkn)
time. Thus, Lemma 7 adds extraO(T ) factor to the amortized de-
lay. The space complexity follows from that the path from the root
to a leafQ with subset sizem has depth at mostm. Hence, this
completes the proof.

5. FASTER MINING ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we present an improved mining algorithm,

called FPM-MP (Maximum Duration Flock Pattern Miner with
Partitioning) that solves the maximal-duration flock pattern enu-
meration problem with minimum length constraint.

5.1 A problem with the previous algorithm
The basic algorithmFPM-M in Algorithm 2 introduced in the

previous section has quadratic time complexity, i.e.,O(nkT ) =
O(nT 2) time, in the lengthT of input trajectories. One reason of
this quadratic complexity is the use of Lemma 3 (characterization
of maximal-duration flock patterns by left expansion test). We can
use this rule to decide if a given rightward maximal-duration flock
pattern is of maximal-duration, but cannot use it for pruning the
whole descendants in the family forest even when the test is failed
because the property is not monotone.FPM-M incurs extraO(T )
term from this fact. To overcome this problem, we give the second
characterization of maximal-duration flock patterns using “Merg-
ing and Split” operation introduced below.

5.2 The second characterization ofMFPr

For intervalsI andJ ⊆ T, we say thatI is a sub-intervalof
I ′ if I ′.start ≤ I.start andI.end ≤ I ′.end hold. If I.end <
I ′.start, we say thatI precedesI ′ and writeI < I ′.

Definition 7. (left and rightward closure) Let P be ar-flock
pattern. Ther-left-rigth-closure ofP is the unique flock pattern
LRClosure(P, S, r) = Q satisfying (1)Q.set = P.set, and (2)

Algorithm 3 The partition-based polynomial delay and space algo-
rithm for finding all maximal-durationr-flock patterns with mini-
mum lengthkmin in a trajectory databaseS in dimensiond ≥ 1,
where r is a radius parameter and the operatordeletemin(X)
deletes and then returnsmin(X) from X. For span = [b, e], we
denote byspan.start = b andspan.end = e.

1: procedureFPM-MP(ID = {1, . . . , n}, S, r, kmin)
2: while ID ̸= ∅ do ◃ each id inID
3: i← deletemin(ID);
4: P ← ({i}, [1, T ]); ◃ initial maximal pattern
5: RecFPM-MP(P, ID , S, r, kmin);

6: procedureRecFPM-MP(P, ID , S, r, kmin)
7: if len(P ) < kmin then return ; ◃ backtrack
8: output P ;
9: ID1 ← ID ;

10: while ID1 ̸= ∅ do ◃ first loop
11: i← deletemin(ID1);
12: CreateQ; Q.set← P.set ∪ {i};
13: Q.start← P.start; Q.end← P.end;
14: MSD ← MaxSubDuration(Q, S, r); ◃ all maximal

sub-durations
15: for eachmaxspan ∈MSD do ◃ second loop
16: CreateR; R.set← Q.set;
17: R.start← maxspan.start;
18: R.end← maxspan.end;
19: RecFPM-MP(R, ID1, S, r, kmin); ◃ recursion

Q.start ≤ P.start andQ.end ≥ P.end, respectively, are the
smallest and largest time points satisfying thatradius(S[Q.set][t]) ≤
r for everyt ∈ [Q.start, Q.end].

LEMMA 8. Q = LRClosure(P, S, r) always exists, is unique,
and can be computed inO(mk) time, wherem = sie(P ) =
size(Q) andk = len(Q).

As in the previous section, we construct a spanning forestT m

over the classMr of all maximal-duration flock patterns. First, we
define the parent function.

Definition 8. Let Q be any maximal-duration flock pattern in

S. Then, we define theparentof Q, denotedP(Q), by P(Q)
△
=

LRClosure(Q − {imax}), whereimax = max(Q.set), andQ −
{imax} is the flock pattern obtained fromQ by removingimax.

Now, we define thefamily forestfor the classMr as the directed
graphT rm = (V,P, I), whereV = Mr is the vertex set,P is
the set of reverse edges from children to parents, andI is the set of
roots. Similar to Lemma 5 in Sec. 4, we have the following lemma
for the family forest.

LEMMA 9 (FAMILY FOREST FORMr ). Thefamily forestFm

is a spanning forest over the classMr of all maximal-durationr-
flock patterns inS.

To invert the parent-child relationship, we need some technical
definitions below. We introduce the notion ofMSD (the maximal
r-sub-duration list) of a patternP as follows. LetP be a flock
pattern with arbitrary radius. A sub-durationI ⊆ P.span is said
to have radiusr if radius(S[P.span][t]) ≤ r holds for everyt ∈
I. An r-sub-durationI is maximal in P if there is no otherr-
sub-durationI ′ in P that properly containsI as sub-duration. For
intervalsI, J ⊆ T, I < J if I.end < J.start.



Algorithm 4 The algorithm for computing the set of all maximalr-
sub-durations for a given flock patternQ possibly with radius more
thanr in trajectory databaseS, wherer > 0 is a radius parameter.

1: procedureMaxSubDuration(Q, S, r)
2: MSD ← ∅;
3: b← Q.start; X ← Q.set;
4: while b ≤ Q.end do
5: Incrementb while radius(S[X][b]) > r; ◃ skip

inter-duration time
6: e← b;
7: Incremente while radius(S[X][e]) ≤ r; ◃ expand a

duration rightwards
8: MSD ←MSD ∪ {[b, e]};
9: b← e + 1;

10: return MSD;

Definition 9. (maximal sub-duration list) The maximalr-sub-
duration list for P , denoted byMSD(P, S, r), is a sorted list
M = (I1, . . . , Iℓ), I1 < · · · < Iℓ, of non-empty sub-intervals
of T = [1, T ] in the preceding order such that

(i) maxt∈Ii radius(S[P.set][t]) ≤ r for everyi = 1, . . . , ℓ.

(ii) any interval ofMSD(P, S, r) cannot be extended in both
direction without violating property (i) above.

In Algorithm 4, we show the algorithm for computesMSD(P, S, r).
From the construction of this algorithm, we can show the following
lemma.

LEMMA 10. For any flock patternP with arbitrary radius, the
setMSD(P, S, r) is uniquely determined, and computable inO(mk)
time andO(m + ℓ) additional space, wherem = size(P ), k =
len(P ), andℓ is the number of maximal sub-durations inMSD(P, S, r).

5.3 An improved partition-based polynomial
delay and space algorithm for MFP

Using the maximal sub-duration list, we can efficiently computes
any childQ of a given parent maximal-duration flock patternP as
follows.

LEMMA 11 (GENERATION OF A CHILD). For any maximal-
durationr-flock patternsP, Q ∈ RMr, (a) P is the parent ofQ
if and only if (b)Q.set = P.set andQ.span ∈ MSD(P, S, r).
Furthermore, ifi ̸= j then the corresponding children are mutually
distinct.

Now, we present the depth-first mining algorithmFPM-MP and
subprocedureRecFPM-MP in Algorithm 3. The proposed algo-
rithm RecFPM-MP is a backtracking algorithm similar to the pre-
vious algorithmRecFPM-M. The algorithm starts from each ini-
tial singleton maximal-duration pattern inI. It then recursively
expands the parent maximal-duration flock patternP by adding a
new object IDi > tail(P ) to obtain another maximal-duration
flock patternQ with larger subset size as its child. This expansion
is done by Lemma 11.

From the above discussion, we have the main theorem on an
improved polynomial delay and space algorithm for MFPs.

THEOREM 2 (MAIN RESULT). For any trajectory databaseS,
numberr > 0, and dimensiond ≥ 1, the algorithmFPM-MP
shown in Algorithm 3 finds all maximal-durationr-flock patterns
with length at leastkmin in S without duplicates inO(dkn) =

O(dnT ) amortized time per pattern andO(dm2) additional space,
where k and m are the length and subset size of a discovered
maximal-duration patternP .

PROOF. The correctness of the algorithm immediately follows
from Lemma 9 and Lemma 11. The analyses of time and space
complexities can be done in a similar manner as in Theorem 2 ex-
cept that it now contains no anti-monotone pruning , and Lemma 11
makes it possible to directly generate maximal-duration patterns
from its parent maximal-duration pattern. The work at each gener-
ated child with lengthk can be done inO(dk) time andO(k) space
by using incremental computation similar to one in Lemma 1. This
is repeated for allO(n) possible children. By charging the cost to
all of O(n) children to each solution MFP, the cost for the solution
becomesO(dkn). Hence, the result follows.

6. SPEED-UP USING SPATIAL INDICES
In this section, we present an modified algorithmFPM-MG with

a speed-up technique using a spatial index obtained from the basic
FPM-M.

The basic algorithmFPM-M works as follows. After selecting
initial object ID i0 ∈ ID = O and a start timet ∈ T, it in-
vokes the subprocedureRecFPM-M with a singleton patternP0 =
({i0}, [t, ∗]) to start DFS. At each iteration with patternP , the
subprocedure first generates the intermediate pattern, denoted by
P ∪ {i}, obtained fromP with adding any objecti ∈ ID1 to
P such that (Condition 1)i > max(P.set) and (Condition 2)
radius(RClosure(P ∪ {i})) ≤ r. We note that the latter condi-
tion impliesδ(pos(o, t), pos(c, t)) ≤ r for anyo ∈ Q.set, where
pos(o, t) = S[o][t] ∈ D denotes the location of objecto at start
time t. The left-expansion testradius(S[X][Q.start − 1]) > r
should be also tested, but this is not relevant with discussion here.

A spatial indexsuch as range tree [5] compactly stores a setU ⊆
D of points supporting the range queryU.Range(Rc,r)

△
= U ∩R

in sub-linear time, whereRc,r is the axis-parallel box with center
c and radiusr. For instance, thed-dimensinal range tree structure
storesn points inO(dn logd−1 n) space andO(dn logd n) prepro-
cessing supportingO(logd n) time range query operation [5].

Using spatial indices, we modify the original algorithmFPM-M
to obtain the revised versionFPM-MG as follows. In preprocess-
ing, for each start timet ∈ T, the indexUt stores the locations
po = pos(o, t) with the pointer too for all objectso in O. In run-
time, after selecting start timet ∈ T and initial object IDi0 ∈ O,
the top-level procedureFPM-MG computes the subset

IDc,r
1 ← { i ∈ U.Range(Rc,r) | i > i0 } (6)

of ID , wherec = pos(i0, t) is the location ofi0 at t. Then, we call
the recursive procedureRecFPM-M with this subset as argument.
Actually, we can easily see that any object IDi ∈ IDc,r

1 satisfies
Conditions 1 and 2 above. From above discussion, we see that the
modified algoirthmFPM-MG correctly finds allr-MFPs in a given
databaseS without duplicates. By simple average case analysis on
uniformly random trajectories, we have the following result.

THEOREM 3. (AVERAGE-CASE ANALYSIS WITH SPATIAL

INDEX) Suppose that the databaseS consists ofn random tra-
jectories of lengthT each, where all locations are uniformly dis-
tribted over some areaA = [0, u]2 of sizeu > 0 with average
densityρ = nT/u2. Then, the modified algorithmRecFPM-MG
finds all r-MFPs in S in O(dkρr2) delay usingO(dn logd−1 n)
additional space andO(N logd n) preprocessing, whered ≥ 2 is
the dimension of the space, andN = dnT is the total input size.



The above theorem says that the delay ofFPM-MG becomes
O(dk) time when the densityρ and radiusr are constant. This is
much smaller than the delayO(dkn) of the improved algorithm
FPM-MP for a large value ofn = |O|. Sincedk is the size of
the difference between consecutive answers, the delay seems to be
nearly optimal assuming the use of the family treeF rm

r .

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To have insight into practical performance of the proposed algo-

rithms in the previous section, we ran preliminary experiments on
synthesis trajectory datasets.

7.1 Method
In the experiments, the following programs are implemented in

C++, compiled by GNU g++ ver.4.6.3, and used in experiments,
where FP, RFP, and MFP denote a flock, rightward maximal du-
ration, and maximal duration flock patterns, respectively. The im-
plementationsFPM-R-G andBFE used a spatial/geometric index
implemented in C++ inside.

• BFE: A previous algorithm forr-FPs based on breadth-first
search for sequences ofr-disks (Vieiraet al. [14]).

• FPM-E: the naive depth-first search (DFS) algorithm for
r-FPs using exhaustive search over FPs with lengthk, k +
1, . . . , T .

• FPM-M: the proposed basic DFS algorithm forr-MFPs (Sec. 2).

• FPM-MP: the proposed improved DFS algorithm forr-MFPs
(Sec. 3).

• FPM-MG: the proposed improved version forr-MFPs with
speed-up technique using geometric index (Sec. 6).

From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it is theoretically ensured that
our algorithmsFPM-M, FPM-MP, andFPM-MG output all pat-
terns without duplicates. To verify this fact, we confirm that these
programs correctly outputs more patterns than implanted. On the
contrary,BFE [14] has a possibility that it may output the same
flock patterns more than once if we do not use tabulation.3

As an experimental environment, for all experiments except Fig. 6,
we used a PC with Intel Core i5, 1.7GHz, Memory 4GB running
Mac OS X, ver.10.9.2. For Fig. 6, only this experiment was run on
a PC server (CPU Intel Xeon 3.6GHz, 32GB, Debian GNU/Linux
v.7.4) since larger memory was required for BFE.

7.2 Data sets
For experiments on synthesis datasets, we implemented a simple

random trajectory generator, which implants random patterns into a
specified fraction of randomly generated trajectories computed by
random walk on the 2-d plane of specified domain sizea×a. Each
data set containsn random walks of lengthT in the a × a plain
in which f perturbed copies ofh true patterns with lengthk∗ and
radiusr∗ are implanted. We show the default values in Table 1.

7.3 Results

3Precisely speaking, as Theorem 1 of [14] said,BFE correctly enu-
merates flock patterns in the form ofk-vectors of radius-r disks
assyntex, but some of them can have identical set of trajectories
contained asdenotation. Actually, their algorithm seemed to find
a certain kind of representatives, calledclosed patterns, for flock
patterns in a database. For detailed discussions on the potential
problems in enumerating suchclosedpatterns, see, e.g. [13,17]

Table 1: Experimental parameters and their default values
category parameter symbol default value

Trajectory domain size a 100.0
number n 100
length T 100
num points N = nT 10,000

True number h 6
pattern length k∗ 50

radius r∗ 1.0
subset size m∗ 5

Mining min. len k 40
pattern radius r 1.0

subset size m 5

From Fig. 3 to Fig. 6, we show the results. In all figures, we
observed that the proposedFPM-M (FPM Max) family of algo-
rithms based on closure operators are one or two order of mag-
nitudes faster than the naive algorithmFPM-E using exhaustive
search. Precisely, the basic algorithmFPM-M is ten times faster,
and the improved algorithmsFPM-MP with MSD computation
andFPM-MG with geometric index are hundreds times faster than
the baseline methodFPM-E.

In Fig. 6, we show comparison ofFPM family and the previous
algorithmBFE, where we skipm = 14 due to time out. From this
plot, we see that our algorithm outperformsBFE in the speed and
scalability to the input size. In summary, for most parameter values
examined in this experiments,FPM-M family algorithms demon-
strated stable performance as expected from theoretical analysis.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the enumeration version of maximal-

duration flock pattern mining problem, which asks to systemati-
cally list all solution patterns without duplicates. Then, we pre-
sented two polynomial delay and space algorithms for maximal-
durationr-flock patterns (r-MFPs) based on two characterizations.
Overall, the proposed algorithms seem theoretically as well as prac-
tically efficient solutions for miningr-MFPs from large trajecto-
ries. For future work, we plan evaluation of the proposed algo-
rithms on real data sets in meteorology and urban traffic.
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